A.

Possible functions of cortical
feedback in human vision

the remarkable flexibility of vision

B.

one can see that there is an
animal, a fox--in fact a baby fox.
It is emerging from behind the
base of a tree not, heading right,
high-stepping through short
grass, and probably moving rather
quickly.
Its body fur is fluffy, relatively
light in color, but with some
variation. It has darker colored
front legs and a dark patch above
the mouth. Most of the body hairs
flow from front to back. And what
a cute smile, like a dolphin.
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visual architecture that supports behavior

the anatomy shows systematic pattern of feedback circuitry

D.

feedforward
feedback

objects

shapes, parts

surface grouping

localized edges,
texture elements

dorsal

ventral

…and neurophysiology in monkeys and imaging studies
in humans have shown the effects of attention,
mental imagery, tactile tasks,
and working memory on early visual areas
Markov, N. T., Vezoli, J., Chameau, P., Falchier, A., Quilodran, R., Huissoud, C., Lamy, C, Misery, P., Giroud,P.,
Ullman, S., Barone, P., Dehay, C., Knoblauch, K., and Kennedy, H. (2013). Anatomy of hierarchy: Feedforward
and feedback pathways in macaque visual cortex. J Comp Neurol, 522(1), 225–259. http://doi.org/10.1002/cne.
23458

C

experimental strategy in
human neuroimaging & psychophysics

possible functions of feedback
between visual cortical areas

Vn
Vn+1

problem: contextual information
can be integrated feedforward,
laterally within an area, and
through feedback
Vn

selecting & amplifying streams of processing

•

resolving local ambiguity using high-level
knowledge

•

binding information across levels of abstraction in
the visual hierarchy

•

accessing lower-level “expertise” as the task
requires it, e.g. V1 for finer-grained spatial tasks

Vn+1

selecting & amplifying streams
of processing for tasks
selective attention: spatial and feature-based
•

•

...

look for effects of spatial context on local
processing

“endogenous” attention—determined by task

resolving ambiguity using
high-level knowledge
Perception as inference: “analysis-by-synthesis”
“predictive coding” as top-down error detection
•

(in contrast to exogenous attention or bottom-up “saliency”)
•

and/or amplify those responses that are not “explained”

“spotlight” metaphor — increasing “gain”
•

cf. Posner, M. I., & Gilbert, C. D. (1999). Attention and primary visual cortex. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 96(6),
2585–2587.
Petersen, S. E., & Posner, M. I. (2012). The attention system of the human brain: 20 years after. Annual Review of
Neuroscience, 35, 73.

suppress lower-level responses to features “explained” by
a higher-level interpretation

top-down driven “automatic saliency”

cf. Mumford, 1992; Rao & Ballard, 1999
Bastos, A. M., Usrey, W. M., Adams, R. A., Mangun, G. R., Fries, P., & Friston, K. J. (2012). Canonical
Microcircuits for Predictive Coding. Neuron, 76(4), 695–711.

experiment. The 7T system was equipped with a 90 cm bore,
controlled by a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) console and
equipped with a Siemens head gradient set operating at up to
80 mT/m with a slew rate of 333 T/m/s. A half volume radiofrequency (RF) coil was used for transmission, and a small (6 cm)
quadrature coil was used for reception [18].
Functional data were acquired with a 3D GRASE [19] pulse
sequence: field of view was 2.2617.960.48 cm3, matrix size was
32625668 (for a nominal resolution of 0.760.760.6 mm, the
third dimension being sampled more finely to compensate for T2*
blurring in the 2nd phase-encode direction), echo train was
,170 msec, TE/TR were 30/2000 msec. Data were acquired
with 25% slice oversampling to eliminate confounding signal
wrap-around in the 3D acquisition.

scrambled object scan did not differ and were therefore grouped
for subsequent analyses. Subjects completed between 10 and 14
scans, alternating between presentation of intact objects and
scrambled objects.

GLM
The stimulus was modeled as a square wave (16 s on, 16 s off)
convolved with a standard model of the hemodynamic impulse
response function, generated by the function spm_hrf.m provided
with SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) using default
parameters. After high-pass filtering the data (cut-off frequency:
4 cycles/scan, or 0.016 Hz), response amplitude was estimated by
least-squares regression between the data and the stimulus model.
Significance was estimated for each voxel by permutation analysis
(randomizing the stimulus condition labels for each time point,
while preserving the essential temporal correlation structure of the
block design, and re-estimating the BOLD response modulation
1000 times) to estimate the probability (p-value) that the given
coherence or modulation amplitude value would result from
chance (Fig. 1, right panel).

evidence for local, feature-specific feedback ?

Experiment design

binding information across
levels of abstraction

Stimuli for the main experiment consisted of colored drawings
of common objects on a white background [20]. The visual objects
were •
masked by a stationary gray occluder and were therefore
visible only through circles on a hexagonal grid (referred to as
mask apertures, each with 2u diameter, separated by 0.7–1.0u of
Cortical segmentation
visual angle). (The occluder was not a physical occluder, but an
Reference anatomical volumes were acquired with 0.7 mm
inferred mask generated by setting pixel values to mean gray
isotropic resolution (proton-density-normalized MP-RAGE [23]).
everywhere except in the specified circular apertures.) For the
Cortical segmentation, along with gray matter (GM) and white
scrambled condition, the content of each circular aperture
matter (WM) surface definition, was performed on the reference
containing a part of an object was rotated by an angle drawn
anatomy using SurfRelax [24]. Cortical depth was quantified for
with equal probability from two uniform distributions: [60u 120u]
each voxel as the relative distance from the WM surface (distance
or [2120u 260u]. A set of 188 images was divided into 2 groups:
from WM divided by total cortical thickness at that location),
94 were shown during the intact condition and 94 during the
which is more meaningful than absolute distance because of
scrambled condition, to minimize the likelihood that subjects
Scene coherence can affect V1 responses 2899
variation in cortical thickness throughout V1. Several distance
would recognize scrambled images by detecting familiar patches
• during presentation of intact images. The colored line
learned
We conducted additional exploratory analyses to investigate the
non-coherent conditions for nodes based on their distance from the
drawings of objects were centered in the image, and because of
characteristics of the apparent differences between the coherent and
centre node, in 2-mm-wide bins with left edges equally spaced
First, we were interested in determining
between 0 and 8 mm and for nodes at distances greater than 10
variations in shape, image contrast
in different
regions
Fig.was
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fMRI has shown localized
relative suppression in V1 to
edges when edges appeared
to be perceptually “well
explained” by whole shape
(Murray et al., 2002).

•

human perceptual adaptation
experiments show suppression
to oriented lines—a local
“feature”— when a whole
shape is perceived. (He,
Kersten, & Fang;2012)

•

amplify lower-level responses consistent with high-level a
explanation
•

perhaps important given clutter

•

and/or subsequent tasks that involve decisions across
spatial scale within an object

top-down “sparsification”

7
starting positions
as the SFM7 stimuli, then randomly assigning
local V1 response can be affected by the consistency of its surFig. 5(C), the difference between the responses to the coherent and
tance and variance from fixation.the
each
dot’s SFM velocity (speed and direction) to that of another
rounding context with the overall scene, with the response
increas2
March
| Volume
7 | Issue
3 | Thus,
e32536 the velocity-scrambled stimuli had identical velocities
ing for a coherent relative
to 2012
a non-coherent
context.
dot.
Experiment 2. A second experiment was performed using structureas the SFM stimuli, but lacked any perceived 3D structure. The
from-motion (SFM) stimuli. Random-dot displays were presented
stationary dot condition presented randomly chosen frames
under three conditions: (i) stationary dots, (ii) projections of
from the SFM stimuli.
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ultra-high resolution fMRI
shows increased V1 activity to
scrambled vs. whole shapes
(Olman, Harel, Feinberg, He,
Ugurbil, & Yacoub; (2012)

localized enhancement of V1 & V2 voxel activity depends the
complexity of the perceptual organization problem

PNAS " November 12, 2002 " vol. 99 " no. 23 " 15165

Murray et al.

~2mm fMRI in V1/V2

Mannion, D. J., Kersten, D. J., & Olman, C. A. (2015).
Scene coherence can affect the local response to
natural images in human V1.

Fig. 3. Response in V1 to coherent and non-coherent image patches. The
vertical axis shows the response amplitude (percentage signal change units,
psc), and the horizontal axis shows the experiment conditions, with coherent
and non-coherent depending on the relationship between an aperture’s image
patch and that of the other apertures in the display. The points show the
BOLD response (normalised for differences in overall activation levels,
across participants) averaged over participants, source images and apertures,
and the lines are "1 SEM.

Fig. 4. Response in V1 to coherent and non-coherent image patches for
apertures at different eccentricities. The vertical axis shows the response
amplitude (percentage signal change units, psc), and the horizontal axis
shows the eccentricity of the apertures. Points show the BOLD response
(normalised for differences in overall activation levels, across participants)
averaged over participants, source images and apertures at a given eccentricity (squares and diamonds show coherent and non-coherent conditions,
respectively), and the lines are "1 SEM. Asterisks mark comparisons that
are statistically signiﬁcant (P < 0.05).

Larger fMRI responses to peripheral patches
belonging to the perceived “coherent” image

alnb-uanb albg-uabg

alnb-uanb albg-uabg

© 2015 Federation of European Neuroscience Societies and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
European Journal of Neuroscience, 42, 2895–2903

Preference for coherent patches found in
more superficial layers of V1
Muckli, L., De Martino, F., Vizioli, L., Petro, L. S., Smith, F. W., Ugurbil, K., Goebel, R.
and Yacoub E. (2015). Contextual Feedback to Superficial Layers of V1.

With background clutter, V1/V2 activity in
target region increased for aligned features
in both target and non-target regions
AND a measure of V1-V2 correlation also
increased when perceiving aligned versus
unaligned contours.

Cheng Qiu, Philip Burton, Daniel Kersten, Cheryl A. Olman (in press, 2016) Responses in early visual areas to contour integration
are context dependent. Journal of Vision

accessing lower-level “expertise”

are foveal cortical neurons “consulted” for the
analysis of detail in the absence of direct stimulation?
evidence from psychophysics

hierarchically organized expertise
•

Lee, T. S., Mumford, D., Romero, R., & Lamme, V. A. (1998); Hochstein,
S., & Ahissar, M. (2002)

“executive metaphor” — in contrast to spotlight metaphor,
emphasizes flexible computations
“spatial buffer hypothesis”: for fine-grained spatial tasks—V1’s
“speciality” — Lee et al., 2002

Temporally flexible feedback processing in foveal cortex for
peripheral object recognition. X Fan, L Wang, H Shao, D Kersten,
S He (2016, under review)
Sheng He
U of Minnesota &
Chinese Academy of Sciences

some background
•

Voxels in non-stimulated V1 contain
information about object category for withincategory discriminations
•

•

•

Williams, M. A., Baker, Op de Beeck, H. P., Shim, W. M.,
Dang, S., Triantafyllou, C., & Kanwisher, N. (2008)

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
pulse to foveal cortical areas most effective
350-400 msec after stimulus onset.
•

•

summary

Chambers, C. D., Allen, C. P. G., Maizey, L. & Williams, M.
(2013)

Visual noise presented to fovea has a similar
disruptive effect on task performance.
•

Yu Q & Shim WM (2016)

neuroimaging and psychophysics supports
analysis-by-synthesis role for feedback for
predictive coding and binding across hierarchy
•

•

effect of feedback to superficial layers of human V1 is measurable

experiments on human fine-grain discrimination of
peripherally viewed objects suggests that
feedback isn’t necessarily automatically engaged,
but occurs when high-level area is ready for it.
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